
Limiting  Government Name:

E. Limits  to  Government.  For each fictional  country,  mark  which  limits  the country  does not have.

'1) In Antium, citizens  are looking forward  to the

upcoming elections.  There s nothing written  down,

but traditionally,  everyone  has tte  right  to vote.

They will be electing  a new president  and Leadership

Council, as they  ve always done every three  years.

People are hoping tte  new leaders will do somethmg

about the broken 3udicial system, because laws are
not being enforced. Many citizens  don't like that

some candidates are from the unpopular ProNoise

group, but Antium has a strong  tradition  of

respecting  everyone  s rights.

Limits  that  are :

2) Portova has a Document of Power ([1)oP) that  tells how

the government  works. The DoP splits  power among a

Queen, a High Council, and thirty  Justice  Officers.  It

requires  all government  officials  to follow the law. The

Queen cornes from the Royal Family, members of the High:

Council are chosen by drawing straws,  and Justice

Officers  are chosen by lottery.  Tl'e High Council has the

power to dethrone  the queen, and the Justice  Officers

can remove members of the High Council. The DoP says .

Justice  Officers  may decide whose rights  will be

respected.

Limits  that  are :

Q Constitution  Q Rule of Law Q Minority  Rights

[:J Consent  of  the  Governed  [3 Separation  of Power

F. What  do youthink?  Fill in the boxes  below.  Take  this  opportunity  to express  your  opinion!

ranked

most  important  because

ranked

least  important  because

G, Guessing  Game.  Choose  one limit  on government.  Use the  descriptions  in (E) above  as a model  to

write  your  own description  about  a fictional  country  that  does  NOT have  that  limit.  Then read your

description  aloud  and see if your  classmates  can guess  which  limit  is missing.

Country  Name: Missing Limit:

Here's how the government  works:



Limiting  Government Name:
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